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1. INTRODUCTION
The Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority (NVCA) is updating their natural hazard,
nearshore bathymetry, and biodiversity mapping for the Georgian Bay shoreline of the Towns of
Wasaga Beach and Collingwood. This project, which is funded by Environment Canada’s Lake
Simcoe/South-eastern Georgian Bay Clean-up Fund (LSSEGBCUF), will provide detailed
physical and environmental data along the Georgian Bay shoreline to NVCA, The Town of
Wasaga Beach, the Town of Collingwood, and other stakeholders. This information is critical to
agencies responsible for managing recreation and development while protecting the ecological
integrity of the coastal area.
This report describes Shoreplan Engineering’s contribution to that work for the Town of
Collingwood. We delineated the flooding hazard using updated bathymetric and topographic
survey data collected by other project team members. A field review showed that there were no
dynamic beaches along this shoreline. The flooding hazard and dynamic beach hazard are two
of the natural hazards defined in Section 3.1 of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS).
Development within the study area on lands affected by natural hazards is subject to approval
under Ontario Regulation 172/06, which is administered by NVCA.
1.1.

Study Area

Figure 1.1 is a location plan that shows the Simcoe County municipalities along Southeastern
Georgian Bay. The study area includes that portion of the Georgian Bay shoreline within the
Town of Collingwood that is within the NVCA watershed. For ease of reference we treat the
entire Collingwood shoreline as being oriented in an east-west direction, so the Wasaga Beach
line is treated as the eastern limit of the study area and the Blue Mountains (Grey County) town
line is approximately 1 km west of the western limit of the study area, at the shoreline.
1.2.

Report Format

The report consists of 4 chapters, with some divided into a number of sections. The first
chapter is this introduction. The second chapter provides a brief summary of our field review.
Chapter three describes the flooding hazard delineation, hazard mapping, and application of the
hazard limit information. Chapter four presents a summary and conclusions.
Figures are located at the end of the chapter in which they are first mentioned and reference the
chapter in the first digit of the figure number. Tables are included in the text body and use a
similar numbering format. A list of tables and a list of figures are included in the Table of
Contents.
1.3.

NVCA Supplied Data

Data collected by other participants in the LSSEGBCUF program was provided by NVCA for
use in this study. That data included 10cm resolution orthorectified aerial photographs as well
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as a combined bathymetric and topographic data set that contained onshore and offshore
elevations on a 5m by 5m grid. The data bathymetric/topographic data extended from
approximately the 171m contour offshore, to well inland of the wave uprush and flooding hazard
limit defined by this study.

Figure 1.1

Project Area Location Plan

from Simcoe County interactive mapping
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2. FIELD REVIEW
A field review was conducted to document existing conditions along the shoreline, including the
presence of protection structures, for those sections of shore that are accessed via public
property. The shoreline was walked in early November, 2016, and was documented with both
field notes and photographs. Digital copies of selected photographs from our review are
provided under separate cover. A list of the coordinates of each photograph is presented in
Appendix A.
One purpose of the field review was to identify if any dynamic beaches existed along the
shoreline. Dynamic beach hazards are one of the natural hazards defined in the Provincial
Policy Statement. MNR (2001) defines three conditions which must be met before a section of
beach shoreline is defined as a dynamic beach:





beach or dune deposits exist landward of the waterline,
beach or dune deposits overlying bedrock or cohesive material are equal to or greater
than 0.3 metres in thickness, 10 metres in width and 100 metres in length along the
shoreline,
the maximum fetch is greater than 5 kilometres.

The only beach shoreline in Collingwood that approaches these conditions is located along Glen
Rogers Road and St. Clair Street, downdrift of the outlet of the Pretty River. Figure 2.1 is an
aerial photograph of that beach. Our field review found exposed bedrock along the shore and
that bedrock is the controlling substrate at this location. That bedrock can be seen in Figure 2.1.
This shoreline will not exhibit the profile changes that occur on a dynamic beach due to waves
and changing water level and it would not be appropriate to classify the shore as a dynamic
beach. We concluded that there are no dynamic beaches and hence no dynamic beach hazards
along the Georgian Bay shoreline of the Town of Collingwood.
Figure 2.1

Sand Beach Downdrift of the Pretty River
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3. FLOODING HAZARD
The 2014 Provincial Policy Statement defines the flooding hazard along the Great Lakes
shoreline as the 100-year flood level plus an allowance for wave uprush and other water related
hazards. Figure 3.1 is a sketch from MNR (2001) showing the flooding hazard limit. Other water
related hazards include ship generated waves and flooding caused by ice related issues.
Neither of those conditions applies at within the study area.
The 100-year flood level is defined as the peak instantaneous still water level, resulting from
combinations of mean monthly lake levels and wind setups, which has a 1% chance of being
equaled or exceeded in any given year. This is a statistical water level that accounts for both
long term and short term water level fluctuations, but does not account for storm wave action.
MNR (1989) calculated instantaneous water levels for all Canadian shores on the Great Lakes
using a combined probability analysis of monthly mean lake levels and storm surges. Table 3.1
shows the calculated water levels for different return periods for the shoreline sector including
Collingwood. The 100-year flood level for Collingwood is 178.0 metres.
Table 3.1

MNR (1989) Design Water Levels for Collingwood
Return Period (years)

2

5

10

25

50

100

Instantaneous Water Level (metres, GSC)

177.19

177.49

177.65

177.81

177.91

178.00

Highest Annual Monthly Water Level (m GSC)

176.67

176.96

177.11

177.26

177.36

177.44

0.50

0.61

0.68

0.78

0.85

0.93

Wind Set Up, Wind Surges (metres)

MNR (2001) recommends that the wave uprush component of the flooding hazard be
determined for a 20-year storm event occurring at the 100-year instantaneous water level. The
20-year storm event has a deep-water significant wave height of 5.3m, a peak wave period of
10 seconds, and originates from the northwest. This was determined from a peak-overthreshold extreme value analysis of storm events selected from a 56-year database of hindcast
hourly wave conditions.
The significant wave height is a statistical representation of the random wave heights that occur
over a given period of time (hourly in this instance) and is defined as the average of the highest
1/3 of the wave heights that occur over that period. It is the most commonly used definition of a
wave condition, although other statistical representations can also be used. The 2%
exceedance wave height, which is the wave height equalled or exceeded two per cent of the
time, is also used in uprush calculations.
Figure 3.2 shows the significant wave height and the 2% exceedance wave height as a function
of the distance offshore for a representative profile extended offshore of the beach shown in
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Figure 2.1. The significant wave height and the 2% exceedance wave height converge as the
water depth decreases due to wave breaking processes.
Wave conditions along the shoreline were determined using the CMS-Wave numerical model
developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Lin et al, 2008). CMS-Wave is a twodimensional spectral wave model with energy dissipation and diffraction terms. It simulates a
steady-state spectral transformation of directional random waves co-existing with ambient
currents in the coastal zone. It includes features such as wave generation, wave reflection,
bottom frictional dissipation, wave uprush and overtopping. Nearshore bathymetry in the wave
model was derived from the composite bathymetry/topographic data set supplied by NVCA.
Bathymetry offshore of the NVCA data was obtained from Canadian Hydrographic Service field
sheets. A coarse bathymetric grid was extended from the study site out to deep water. A series
of finer nested grids were used to cover the area from about the 6m depth contour up to the limit
of wave uprush.
Wave uprush limits throughout the study area were determined from a combination of CMSWave model results and the results of an in-house program for applying wave uprush equations
on composite slope profiles. Uprush is the maximum shoreward wave swash on structures and
beaches and is caused by waves breaking in the nearshore. It has two components: the rise of
the mean water level by wave breaking (wave setup), and the swash of incident waves. The
swash oscillation of incident natural waves is a random process and the 2% exceedance of all
vertical levels, denoted as R2%, is frequently used to define the maximum uprush elevation.
The wave uprush limit was initially modelled with CMS-Wave. Lin et al (2008) found that the 2%
swash exceedance level could be approximated by the local wave setup on structures and
beach faces. The wave uprush algorithm in CMS-Wave was tested by computing approximately
400 random wave conditions considered during physical model tests carried out by Ahrens and
Titus (1981) and Mase and Iwagaki (1984). Figure 3.3 shows the measured versus the CMSWave-calculated 2% exceedance wave uprush for those experiments. The calculated uprush
was considered to correlate well with the measured values for all test slopes. The mean bias of
calculated uprush was generally small in all cases except for the steepest slope (1:1) condition
in which CMS-Wave tended to overestimate the uprush (Lin et al, 2008). As overestimation of
the uprush leads to conservative flooding hazard limits, it was considered to be acceptable for
this study. By using a fine shore-normal grid resolution the zero contour of the local wave setup
can be plotted as the limit of wave uprush. The nested grids used in this application had a
shore-normal grid size of 1.0 metres.
The CMS 2D model sometimes yields solutions in adjacent (shore normal) grid cells, which
requires some interpretation of the model results. Our normal practice is to complete that
interpretation using the results of 1D wave uprush calculations from an in-house program for
applying wave uprush equations on composite slope profiles. In this application, however, we
found too many questionable solution points being produced by the CMS-Wave model. There
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appeared to be a correlation between the questionable solutions and locations where the
shoreline structures were overtopped and flooding extended inland. It was concluded that the
majority of the flood hazard limit delineation would be based on the results of the composite
slope model.
With the composite slope procedure, the uprush limit associated with the 2% exceedance wave
height is first calculated at the outer end of the profile. The program then calculates the uprush
from progressively smaller breaking wave heights moving landward through the surf zone. At
each step an uprush solution is iterated for an equivalent straight line slope acting over the
section of the profile between the break point and the limit of wave uprush. The wave uprush
limit is determined from the greatest landward incursion of the different uprush solutions. The
wave height that produces this limiting uprush is frequently smaller than the initial wave height
due to the changing slopes over the profile. A smaller wave breaking on a steeper section of
slope can cause greater uprush than a larger wave breaking further offshore over a flatter
composite slope. Uprush limits between adjacent profiles are interpolated giving consideration
to the alongshore extent of different shoreline conditions (unprotected, walls, revetments, etc.)
as well as the backshore topography. A total of 375 profiles were used across the study area
We typically used 1 profile for each property with a dwelling or commercial building, unless there
was a common protection structure and backshore grading across multiple properties like those
found at some of the condominium developments.

3.1.

Mapping the Flooding Hazard Limit

The limit of wave uprush, calculated as described above, defines the flooding hazard for the
study area. The flooding hazard limit was digitally mapped and provided to NVCA as a GIS
shapefile. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the flooding hazard limit superimposed on the
provided orthorectified aerial photographs. It also shows the 178.0m, 178.5m, and 179.0m
contour lines derived from the supplied topographic data. Figures 3.5 and .6 show photographs
of some of the shoreline and structures covered by Figure 3.4. Those photographs were taken
during our field review when the water level was approximately 176.6m.
Minor modifications to the wave uprush limit were made during mapping of the flooding hazard
limit to both smooth the hazard line and to more accurately reflect the corners of structures that
had a significant impact on the predicted wave uprush. The wave uprush limit line was first
reviewed and hand edited to correct areas where corners of structures were “clipped” due to the
alongshore resolution of the topographic data. The corrected line was then interpolated to 1m
long segments and smoothed with a routine that considered two neighbouring points to each
vertex on the arc. The smoothed line was reviewed to ensure that the smoothing did not re-clip
any of the corrected corners or otherwise produce an unrealistic looking limit. Figure 3.7 shows
the portion of the flooding hazard limit presented in Figure 3.4, in red, along with the presmoothed wave uprush limit line, in black. It can be seen that the smoothing did not significantly
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alter the calculated wave uprush limit as the red line is barely distinguishable, and only in a few
locations.
Figure 3.4 shows example of the uprush line “correcting” that was done, as well as examples of
how different structure types and sizes effect the wave uprush limit. From Figures 3.4 to 3.6 it
can be seen that the properties between Belcher Street and Downer Street have been protected
with sloped rip rap revetments and the properties east of Downer Street and west of Belcher
Street have been protected with armour stones walls. Under design conditions the water level
will be approximately 1.4m higher than that shown in Figures 3.4 to 3.6, and the protection
structures will be hit by waves with significant wave heights ranging from 0.9 to 1.2m. The
armour stone walls will be overtopped and the water will flood some distance inland. The
sloped revetments have a higher crest elevation and revetments are more efficient at dissipating
wave energy so the inland flooding is less. The revetment east of Belcher Street has a crest
elevation of 179.0m and is not overtopped. The revetment west of Downer Street has a lower
crest elevation but a row of cap armor stones. The wave uprush model shows moderate inland
flooding, which may not actually occur because the topographic data did not fully capture the
revetment cap stones. This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
The contour lines are rounded at the end of the revetment structures in Figure 3.4 due to the
resolution of the topographic data. The wave uprush line on the two properties with revetments
was therefore “corrected” to follow the line of the revetment across the properties. The sharp
corners in the uprush line at the edges of the properties were rounded when the uprush line was
smoothed, but restored to their pre-smoothing position so that that the smoothing did not undo
the correction. Effects of the cross-shore resolution of the topographic data, which are
discussed in Section 3.2, were not corrected for.
It should be noted that the influence of dwellings was not considered in the wave uprush
calculation. This led to the mapping of the flooding hazard limit landward of dwellings that are
located within the flooding hazard, rather than showing the dwelling itself being an obstruction to
the wave uprush. Examples of this can be seen in Figure 3.4.

3.2.

Applying the Flooding Hazard Limit

NVCA currently assumes a 15m wave uprush allowance, which is the default allowance
described by MNR (2001), as the basis for their flooding hazard limit mapping. The flooding
hazard limit developed during this study is an improvement to the existing hazard limit mapping,
but it must be applied carefully. It should be used as a planning tool, not as an absolute limit of
where flooding can or cannot occur. The mapped flooding hazard limit represents the limit of
wave uprush calculated for the criteria specified by provincial policy but it is possible for wave
uprush events to occur under more severe conditions than those used to define the provincial
criteria (20-year return period storm occurring at the 100-year instantaneous water level).
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Care must also be exercised when considering the calculated uprush offsets where waves have
overtopped protection structures and flooded inland over flat or very gently sloped backshores.
MNR (2001) notes that the commonly accepted measure of overtopping is the mean discharge
rate, which is the total volume of overtopping water during a given period of time. While the
flood hazard limit will be directly related to the mean overtopping rate, calculating that rate on its
own does not lead to the flooding limit. The composite slope approach employed for this study
gives an acceptable estimate of the flooding hazard limit where there is a positive slope rising
landward of an overtopped crest, but its accuracy decreases as the backshore slope flattens.
There is no cutoff value of slope at which it is possible to say the results are applicable or not,
and engineering judgement must be used.
Examples of this can be seen for the two armour stone structures discussed in Section 3.1 and
shown in Figures 3.4 to 3.6. The topographic data shows both structures having a crest
elevation of approximately 178.0m, which is the 100-year flood level, so both structures will
experience significant overtopping volumes. The wave uprush solution for the property west of
Belcher Street is at elevation 178.70m and is 24.6 metres back from the 178.0m contour. That
gives a backshore slope a little over 2.8% which is relatively flat, but is considered to be a
positive slope in terms of backshore drainage. The uprush offset may be conservative, but it is
not unreasonable.
The wave uprush solution for the property east of Downer Street is at elevation 178.40m and is
45.4 metres back from the 178.0m contour. That gives a backshore slope less than 0.9% which
is very flat, and would be expected to produce ponding rather than positive drainage in any
direction. A more detailed site specific analysis of the overtopping characteristics would be
warranted for this location.
Figure 3.8 shows the percentage occurrences and cumulative percentage curve for the wave
uprush allowances predicted by the composite slope model. It can be seen that the MNR
(2001) default 15m wave uprush allowance is close to the median of the calculated allowances.
Approximately 10% of the uprush allowances were calculated to exceed 45 meters. The high
uprush allowances correspond to very flat backshores and those uprush limits should not be
assumed to be particularly accurate. It is, however, still worthwhile to include those offsets in the
flooding hazard limit mapping as they are a clear indication of where the default 15m allowance
is not wide enough to safely define the flooding hazard.
It was noted in Section 3.1 that some adjustments were made to the mapped hazard limit to
account for the alongshore resolution of protection structures captured in the topographic data.
No corrections were made for the shore-perpendicular resolution. The flood hazard limit for
overtopped structures is directly related to the mean overtopping rate, and the mean
overtopping rate is very sensitive to the geometry of the overtopped structure. It is not possible
to carry out accurate overtopping rate calculations on the basis of the NVCA topographic data; a
detailed survey of the overtopped structure is required. Where it applies, the composite slope
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uprush method gives a reasonable estimate of the flood hazard limit that is better than the 15m
default allowance, but a site specific overtopping analysis may produce more accurate results.
Individual development proposals may benefit from site specific wave uprush and overtopping
analyses. This study is well suited for an initial review of applications under Ontario Regulation
172/06, but we recommend that final approval not be denied solely on the basis of the flooding
hazard limits defined herein.

Figure 3.1

Flooding Hazard Limit Definition

from MNR, 2001
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Example of Design Wave for Uprush Analysis

CMS-Wave Uprush Test Results

from Lin et al, (2008)
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Example of Flooding Hazard Limit Mapping
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Shoreline at Downer Street, November 2016
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Shoreline at Belcher Street, November 2016
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Figure 3.7

Flooding Hazard Limit Smoothing for Mapping

Figure 3.8

Percentage Occurrences of Wave Uprush Allowance Distances
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study presents an updated flooding hazard limit along the Georgian Bay shoreline for the
portion of the NVCA shoreline that lies within the Town of Collingwood. The flooding hazard limit
was determined from wave uprush analyses for a 20-year storm event occurring at the 100-year
instantaneous water level. Bathymetric and topographic data for the wave uprush analysis was
generated by other participants in the LSSEGB program. The hazard limit was provided to
NVCA as a GIS shapefile. Digital copies of photographs during our field review also accompany
this report.
The flooding hazard limit developed during this study represents an improvement to the
previous flooding hazard limit mapping used by NVCA, yet it still should be used as a planning
tool, not as an absolute limit of where flooding can or cannot occur. The resolution of the wave
uprush analysis, and hence the flooding hazard limit produced by this study will not match what
can be obtained through a site-specific detailed analysis. For flat or gently sloped properties
with low crested shoreline protection structures, an overtopping analysis may be more suitable
than a wave uprush analysis. This study is well suited for an initial review of applications under
Ontario Regulation 172/06, but we recommend that final approval not be denied solely on the
basis of the hazard limits defined herein.
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FIELD REVIEW PHOTOGRAPH LOCATIONS

Digital copies of selected photographs from our field review are provided under separate cover.
Table A1 presents a list of the UTM Zone 17 (NAD83) coordinates of those photographs. The
photographs were geo-tagged by the camera’s built-in GPS system which occasionally recorded
an incorrect location if a proper signal was not obtained. Where this was identified the
coordinates presented in Table 1 were corrected so those values take precedence over the geotagged values in the digital copies of the photographs.

Table A1

Field Review Photograph Coordinates (UTM Zone 17, NAD83)
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Field Review Photograph Coordinates (UTM Zone 17, NAD83)
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Field Review Photograph Coordinates (UTM Zone 17, NAD83)
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